ITI Admission : Phase II ( Including seat Upgradation )
The last date of reporting and admission updatation of allotted in phase I candidates in ITI is till 13.07.2018 (5 PM) .
After the updation in SAMS portal , remaining vacancy will be shown to all ITIs on 14.07.2018 Morning.
According to Vacancies of respective ITIs , the candidates can give their choices afresh from 14.07.2018 to
18.07.2018 ( 4 PM) .
The Following Categories candidates can give their choices afresh based on vacancy available.
Category -1 : Those who have been allotted seats in Phase –I , admitted in ITI and want upgradation of Trade/ ITI.
Category- 2 : Those who have been allotted seats in Phase I but not taken admission due to non preferable
trade/ ITI.
Category – 3 : Those who have not been allotted seats due to limited choices in Phase I but want admission in
Phase II.
Category -4: Those who have registered but not validated / not paid fee/ not filled up choices in Phase I but want
admission in Phase II.
Category – 5 : Newly Registered Candidates ( after validation and fee payment till 18.07.2018 4 PM ) .

Note: - Those who have taken admission in preferred choices and don’t want to avail up gradation to any
other trade/ ITI should not participate / fill their choices in Phase II.

Exiting candidates don't have to register again / don't have to Validate again / don't have to pay Fee again if they
have done earlier . Only they have to give their choices afresh to participate in phase II using their login
credentials.
Based on all participated candidates' Merit and choice against vacancies, seat will be allocated on 20.07.2018.
Accordingly the following cases may arise during admission :
Case 1If a candidate taken admission in phase I and participated in phase II , allotted seats , he/she will be upgraded to
the newly allotted seat, his/her Phase I seat will be filled by another candidate.
Case 2If a candidate selected in lower choice in phase I , and taken admission in phase I , participated in Phase II and
don't get any seat in phase II due to merit he/she will not lose his phase I seat .
Case 3 If the candidate selected in phase I , not taken admission in phase I , participated in phase II for upgradation and
get fresh seat, he/she will have to join phase II allotted seat.
Case 4 If the candidate selected in phase I , not taken admission in phase I , participated in phase II for upgradation and
don't get seat due to merit , he/she can’t claim phase I seats as his/her seat is already shown vacant due to non
admission.
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The last date of reporting and admission at ITI in Phase II is 24 July 2018 .

